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Introduction
Public administration is responsible for a 

wide range of policies that are affecting the 
public and private sector, and the everyday 
life of citizens — individuals and entrepre-
neurs. In the course of time, especially in 

the latest 50 years, public administration 
has faced various reforms that have changed 
work procedures and the decision-making 
process. Lately, in the 21st century, changes 
are seen also in the engagement of citizens 
in the decision-making process. There is  
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The responsibility of the public administration is to develop a business environment — an 
institutional system and support mechanisms that motivate entrepreneurs and encourage 
future growth. In the development process institutions can engage stakeholders to whom 
the rules and support are meant for. The problem in Latvia is that current participation op-
portunities in the decision-making process are unwieldy and are used only by part of the 
relevant stakeholders. A modern solution would be wider use of the digital environment, 
providing digital participation opportunities also to those citizens who are not related to lob-
bying organisations or non-governmental organisations. The aim of the paper is to determine 
what activities and improvements should be done by institutions to use digital participation 
methods, thus fostering public participation in Latvia. In the paper, it is particularly stressed 
that it is necessary for entrepreneurs to participate in the decision-making process and help 
to develop a business environment that is in favour of society and businesses. To evaluate 
digital participation opportunities in Latvia, the current situation is analysed by content 
analysis of the Latvian ministries’ Facebook pages, and citizens’ attitude towards digital 
participation is gathered by a survey of citizens who are already participating in the decision-
making process. The research results demonstrate that digital communication of institutions 
often is one-way, only sometimes two-way communication is established, and entries about 
participation opportunities or public participation are seldom. At the same time, citizens 
support the use of digital participation opportunities and common digital communication 
policy for the public administration. Hence, potential stakeholders are interested in thought-
ful communication and digital cooperation with public administration, therefore institutions 
should strengthen their digital dialogue with citizens considering that as a necessary part of 
the digital transformation process in Latvia. 
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growing support to comprehension that citi-
zen participation can help to develop policies 
that are more successfully meeting the needs 
and opinions of citizens. The economic policy 
is developed “through a process of political 
choices and “social learning” in which poli-
cymakers decide on new goals and methods 
with only partial reference to academic theory 
or evidence”1, thus it is in the interests of the 
citizens to participate in the decision-making 
process and help the public administration to 
shape the business environment in favour of 
entrepreneurs and society.

There are economic sectors that need 
careful policy and special support from the 
public administration. Support is especially 
needed for sectors with a high national value 
where private businesses not always are able 
or motivated to invest time and money, for 
example, research and development (R&D), 
digital transformation, sustainable economy, 
or social entrepreneurship. In the study of 
social enterprises the importance was con-
firmed of public mechanisms “as a key fac-
tor in the development of social enterprises, 
which is characteristic for social entrepre-
neurship in the European context”2, empha-
sising such supportive elements as financial 
tools and services (consultancy, training, 
information). Daniel Smith analysed long-
term data from companies that have received 
funding from the government concluding that 
“there is significant reason to believe that 
government R&D subsidies do generally have 
a positive impact on the growth of the firms 
that receive them”3, hence, there is a need 
for government to subsidise private R&D be-
cause most companies are unable to invest in 
that themselves. Similarly, David Audretsch 
and colleagues pointed out that “policies can 
create the necessary conditions to increase 
the likelihood of innovative start-ups be-
ing created”4, hence, public administration 
must seek to develop appropriate national 
regulation that is helping economic growth. 
Mariana Mazzucato supported a shift in the 

innovation policy suggesting that “the state’s 
ability and willingness to take risks, embod-
ied in transformational changes, requires an 
organizational culture and policy capacity 
that welcomes the possibility of failure and 
experimentation”5, thus the possible failures 
should be seen as learning opportunities that 
can be financed by the state. Supportive poli-
cies from public administration are needed 
to foster the digital growth of the business 
environment. This is especially important for 
small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), 
because “acquiring specific information, 
making informed business decisions, imple-
menting, evaluating, and improving digital 
business models are regularly out of reach for 
SMEs”6, thus public administration should 
develop specific policy instruments that can 
help penetrate knowledge filters and foster 
digitalisation of SMEs. This must be consid-
ered in the context of the national business 
environment — although SMEs as individual 
entities usually are making an insignificant 
share of countries economy altogether, they 
are the main actors, thus supportive public 
policy can make a significant change. In the 
study of relations between the institutional 
background and the innovative performance 
in 152 countries for the period from 2007 to 
2017 it was concluded that for most of the 
analysed countries (including Latvia) it would 
take a very long time to reach the countries 
that for now have the best performance in 
the world, thus “the only way for countries 
to accelerate the process of improving their 
innovation performance is through structural 
reforms that push for a faster change in their 
institutional background to transform institu-
tions that hinder innovation into institutions 
that promote innovation”7. Therefore, from 
the public administration rapid solutions are 
needed. To be able to foster an appropriate 
development process, institutions must have 
a comprehension of the needs that the busi-
nesses are having. Public administration can 
have a better comprehension of the business 
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environment if institutions have an open dia-
logue with all relevant stakeholders, not only 
lobby organisations and business associations 
but also small and medium-sized enterprises, 
individual entrepreneurs, and self-employed. 
Thus, policies that are developed to regulate 
the business environment and foster growth 
will be in favour of a larger part of citizens — 
individuals and entrepreneurs.

Good relations between the state and 
citizens are essential in a democracy to en-
sure that democratic processes are working 
properly and successfully. However, keeping 
up good relations is a two-way process where 
citizens and public administration have dif-
ferent criteria that indicate if relations are 
good. From the perspective of public ad-
ministration, those indicators are the level 
of legitimacy that institutions have gained, 
for example, via citizen participation in elec-
tions, as well as citizens' motivation to follow 
the rules and laws, for example, by paying 
taxes. From the perspective of citizens, indi-
cators of good relations with the state are a 
sense of being heard by the institutions, trust 
in public administration that institutions work 
in favour of society, as well as a feeling of 
security about one’s life, health and financial 
situation. Thus, one of the key elements that 
could help to foster good relations between 
the state and citizens is the opportunity for 
citizens to participate in the decision-making 
process of public administration.  For entre-
preneurs this means the ability to impact the 
development of the business environment. Al-
though in Latvia opportunities to participate 
in the decision-making process are compara-
tively wide, they are used by a small part of 
the population. Also, often the participation 
process is organised in close cooperation with 
non-governmental organisations and lobby 
organisations that are considered by public 
administration as representatives of society 
and businesses. Therefore, the problem con-
sidered by this paper is that the decisions of 
public administration that are affecting the 

lives of all citizens — individuals and entre-
preneurs are made in cooperation with only 
a small part of relevant stakeholders. At the 
same time, those decisions are often criticized 
by citizens, for example, in the case of 2021 
changes in the tax rates. Correction of such 
mistakes takes time and money, as well as 
continues lowering citizens’ trust in public ad-
ministration. To solve this problem and widen 
the range and number of citizens who are 
participating in the decision-making process, 
it is necessary to either more actively popu-
larise the current participation opportunities 
or to develop new solutions that would attract 
the interest of citizens who are not connected 
with non-governmental organisations or lobby 
organisations. In the 21st century, for this 
purpose digital environment could be used 
as well. Accordingly, the research question of 
the paper is stated as follows: what activities 
should be done by public administration to 
use digital participation methods and foster 
public participation in Latvia? 

A good precondition for digital participa-
tion in Latvia is that part of society already 
is having communication and cooperation 
with public administration online. In 2020, 
32 per cent of the total population of Latvia 
were contacting or interacting with public au-
thorities or public services over the Internet8. 
However, this activity varies among regions of 
Latvia   (Fig. 1). Citizens of Riga region and 
Zemgale region are more active than the Lat-
vian average, and the lowest activity, 25 per 
cent in 2020, was in Latgale region. Hence, 
although some part of the population is active 
online, improvements are still needed to use 
digital opportunities offered by the 21st cen-
tury. Therefore, to seize the moment, in the 
overall digital transformation process public 
administration should use the opportunity to 
foster digital relations with citizens by devel-
oping digital participation solutions. Digital 
transformation should not be pursued just for 
the sake of mere adaptation to the digital en-
vironment — it should be taken as a modern 
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solution that can help fostering the economic 
growth and improve the lives of citizens. Nev-
ertheless, the digital environment for public 
administration and business still often is a 
new and uncovered territory. Although digi-
talisation has been on the agenda since the 
beginning of the 21st century, the largest 
breakthrough in many aspects is seen only 
recently, since 2020 — partly as an answer 
to challenges highlighted by the COVID-19 
crisis, bringing also comprehension that 
digital solutions are not just a technological 
trend but a necessity. In this context, the pa-
per is focusing on the digital transformation 
of governments and digital transformation of 
relations between public administration and 
citizens, which “implies a shift towards a de-
mand and data-driven strategy, requiring new 
forms of partnerships and engagement, new 
skills and accountability models for the pub-
lic sector”9, thus also considering the use of 

digital technologies for open and participatory 
decision-making mechanisms. To understand 
what future steps should be made by Lat-
vian public administration in this matter, in 
the paper the current situation in Latvia and 
citizens’ habits and opinions are analysed. 
After the introduction of research methods, 
the paper further provides an analysis of the 
current situation considering the opportuni-
ties that the 21st century provides for digital 
communication, citizen participation, and de-
velopment of closer relations between public 
administration and potential stakeholders. In 
the end, conclusions are provided summaris-
ing ideas and suggestions represented in the 
paper.

Research methods 
To understand the possibilities to fos-

ter digital participation in Latvia, several 
research methods are implemented. The 
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overview of the current situation is gathered 
by identifying the existing opportunities for 
public participation and by analysing the sta-
tistical data about the use of the Internet in 
Latvia. 

Communication of institutions in the 
digital environment is analysed by content 
analysis of the Latvian ministries’ Facebook 
pages. The content of 13 Facebook pages 
of Latvian ministries is analysed covering 
a six-month period (July 2019 to Decem-
ber 2019). During this period, all minis-
tries together have published 3181 entries. 
The content is analysed according to three 
groups of indicators which are composed 
of more than 60 sub-indicators: content 
indicators (use of visual material, link to 
external material, use of hashtags, use of 
emojis, use of tagging), message indicators 
(informing, educating, engaging, represen-
tation of topics about participation), and 
feedback indicators (reactions, sharing, use 
of commentary section, content of the com-
ments). Latvian ministries are selected for 
the analysis as they are already obligated10 
to provide opportunities for public participa-
tion in the decision-making process. Several 
factors were considered to determine that 
for content analysis the content should be 
used that is published on Facebook pages of 
ministries. Firstly, it is the most often used 
social media in Latvia, in July 2021 having  
1214 thousand users11 which is an increase 
by 218 thous. users compared to 996 thous. 
users that were in the period12 reflected in 
the content analysis. Secondly, the use of 
Facebook by Latvian institutions is strongly 
increasing13, it is being used regularly by all 
ministries, and their pages have continu-
ous growth in the number of  followers —  
according to the author’s calculations, from 
a total amount of 43 775 in the period re-
flected in the content analysis to the total 
amount of 112 652 in August 2021. Third-
ly, Facebook is offering more options for con-
tent creation and two-way communication 

than any other social media platforms, for 
example, Instagram has limited opportuni-
ties for the use of links, but Twitter can be 
used only for short messages. Fourthly, most 
ministries on various social media platforms 
are publishing similar content. According 
to the author’s observations, in the period 
reflected in the content analysis, Instagram 
was used by seven ministries, entries were 
published in various capacity, and content 
was almost the same or partly the same as 
on Facebook. In the case of Twitter, minis-
tries were more active, all ministries had ac-
counts and almost all of them also actively 
published entries. Still, for five ministries the 
content on Twitter was almost the same as 
on Facebook, six ministries on Twitter were 
using mixed content with entries that are 
published on Facebook and original content 
as well. Only two ministries, the Ministry 
of Economics and the Ministry of Finance, 
on Twitter were publishing mostly different 
content than on Facebook. If the content is 
the same or very similar, it is most useful to 
analyse the content that is published on the 
social media platform where information is 
available in its most complete form and en-
tries have the largest opportunities for two-
way communication; hence, in the case of 
Latvian ministries, it is Facebook that should 
be considered as the main social media.  

Citizens’ attitude towards digital partici-
pation is gathered by a survey of citizens who 
are already participating in the decision-mak-
ing process. The survey was implemented in 
September 2019 – May 2020, using research 
survey software QuestionPro. In this period, 
314 surveys were received from representa-
tives of the non-governmental, private, and 
public sectors. In the survey citizens’ attitude 
towards public administrations online com-
munication and digital activities is identified, 
as well as their willingness to participate in 
the decision-making process in the digital en-
vironment. 
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Digital environment and two-way 
communication

One of the largest challenges of the 21st 
century is the growing impact of information 
and communication technologies (ICT). The 
necessity to adjust to the new digital situation 
is one of the top priorities both for the private 
and public sectors. International experience 
demonstrates that the digital environment 
could be used to foster relations and com-
munication between institutions and citizens.  
A study14 by Saman Arshad and Sobia Khur-
ram demonstrated that information published 
by institutions on social media has a positive 
effect on public administrations relations with 
citizens — the more the institution publishes 
updated and relevant information the more 
the followers believe that the institution is 
transparent in its activities, and its activity 
and presence on social media are signalling 
to followers that the institution is responsive. 
Jean Damascene Twizeyimana and Annika 
Andersson have identified several aspects of 
the public value of e-government, such as 
“improved public services; improved admin-
istrative efficiency; open government capabil-
ities; improved ethical behaviour and profes-
sionalism; improved trust and confidence in 
government; and improved social value and 
well-being”15. The digital environment helps 
to ensure the openness of the government. In-
stitutions can much more easily disseminate 
information about decisions made by repre-
sentatives of institutions, but they can try to 
develop a closer dialogue with citizens, by 
using two-way communication opportunities 
that are offered by the digital environment, 
for example, by using social media. However, 
to ensure that digital transformation is suc-
cessful also in the aspect of digital relations 
between public administration and citizens, it 
must be a well-planned and comprehensive 
process rather than a chaotic implementa-
tion of various digital solutions. To find the 
starting point from where development pro-
cedures can be implemented, it is necessary 

to understand the current situation. In the Eu-
ropean Union digital competitiveness of the 
member states and their digital performance 
is measured with the Digital Economy and 
Society Index. Comparing DESI2020 results16 
of Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania with the EU 
average, in the combination of all relevant in-
dicators, Latvia is in the 18th place in the EU 
with a score of 50.7, which is close to the EU 
average, but below the results of Lithuania 
and Estonia. However, DESI2020 results of 
Latvia are heterogeneous17. In some positions 
Latvia can be a good example for other coun-
tries, for example, digital public services are 
evaluated with an 85.1 score (5th place in 
the EU). At the same time, human capital 
is evaluated with a 35.0 score (24th place in 
the EU) and integration of digital technology 
is evaluated with a 28.3 score (23rd place in 
the EU) demonstrating that there is a neces-
sity to support the digital transformation of 
Latvian businesses and foster digital skills 
of citizens. Although this situation with digi-
tal skills of Latvian citizens is a long-known 
problem, it was again reminded in 2020 be-
cause of the COVID-19 crisis, thus Latvia in 
the national plan18 for the EU financial sup-
port of the Recovery and Resilience Facility 
has planned several activities as a possible 
solution that would help to improve digital 
skills of citizens. Nevertheless, the obtained 
improvement will be fully measurable only af-
ter the end of the financial support period of 
the Recovery and Resilience Facility.

The reason for institutions to be more ac-
tive in the digital environment can be sup-
ported also by the statistical data of citizens’ 
online activity. Citizens in Latvia are active 
online and are using access to the Internet 
for various purposes. In 2020, 75.9 per cent 
of all citizens were using e-mail, 69.5 per 
cent were using instant messaging opportu-
nities and 67.1 per cent were participating in 
social networks19. The proportion of citizens 
who are using the Internet continues grow-
ing, hence, the rapid evolution of the digital 
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environment has changed the way how citi-
zens are communicating with each other and 
also the opportunities for online communica-
tion with institutions. To understand the cur-
rent situation and the ability of institutions 
to respond to citizens’ communication on so-
cial media, in the content analysis of Latvian 
ministries’ Facebook pages comments on 
entries published by institutions were ana-
lysed. In the analysed period, entries from 
all ministries received 3131 commentaries. 
Most of them were comments to which insti-
tutions do not need to provide feedback, for 
example, commentaries where followers are 
tagging their friends or commentaries that 
can be recognised as hate speech or spam. 

Therefore, in total 478 comments were 
recognised that needed reaction from the 
institution. The amount of such comments 
varies between institutions (Fig. 2), and dif-
ferences are noticeable in the proportion of 
comments to which institutions are providing 
their answer. It is from 4% for the Ministry of 

Justice (MoJ) to 36% for the Ministry of Envi-
ronmental Protection and Regional Develop-
ment (MoEPRD), hence, even the compara-
tively highest response rate is still low and 
insufficient from the perspective of citizens. If 
the business would act like that, it probably 
could lose its customers; in the case of pub-
lic administration, this attitude is working as 
an additional reason for citizens to have low 
trust in institutions. Thus, for institutions in 
Latvia to be able to use the advantages of the 
digital environment, it is not enough to just 
be present online, there is a need to foster 
digital skills of representatives of institutions 
and their comprehension of the necessity to 
maintain two-way communication with citi-
zens. 

Participation in the 21st century
In the 21st century, the digital environment 

offers citizens larger opportunities for com-
munication and cooperation. Individuals can 
become entrepreneurs faster and easier, they 

Fig. 2. Comments and their responses in the Facebook pages of Latvian ministries 
(July–December 2019), only those comments where reaction from the institution was needed

Source: Author’s construction based on content analysis conducted by Eduards Lielpēters (2020), n = 478
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can promote their businesses and reach the 
global market. Citizens can interact with pub-
lic administration in the digital environment, 
and this opportunity also could be used by 
citizens to participate in the decision-making 
process of public administration. However, it 
is the responsibility of institutions to provide 
opportunities that citizens can use for par-
ticipation. In the 1960s, Sherry R. Arnstein 
proposed the concept of the ladder of citizen 
participation suggesting eight-level grada-
tion of participation activities from nonpar-
ticipation activities to citizen control as the 
desired level of citizen participation. In her 
publication,20 Sherry R. Arnstein criticized 
the existing system where participation often 
was just an empty ritual. Hence, to engage  
citizens in the decision-making process, pub-
lic administration should be motivated to do 
so, which could arise from legal conditions, 
the attitude of representatives of the institu-
tion, or public pressure by citizens or mass 
media. This comprehension has changed over 
time, also changing public administration’s 
motivation to engage citizens in the decision-
making process — from considering it as a 
redundant activity to open government initia-
tives and active citizen participation. In the 
21st century, digital solutions allow improve-
ments for all stages of participation, not only 
for informing citizens but also for consultation 
and delegation of power. Alex Ingrams and 
colleagues pointed out that the “open govern-
ment” model is introducing better participa-
tion opportunities for non-profit or private sec-
tor organisations and is particularly focused 
on individual citizens as “open government is 
explicitly designed to be influenced by a broad 
array of new actors many of who would be 
considered traditionally marginal actors”21. 
Ian Thynne and B. Guy Peters emphasised 
that “state organisations work flexibly and 
strategically with organisations of the market 
and civil society with one or more of three in-
terrelated capacities as distinctive features of 
their existence and modes of operation”22 and 

suggested that the three capacities are: state 
organisation as a service collaborator, state or-
ganisation as a network synthesiser, and state 
organisation as an instinctive adaptor. Mau-
reen Taylor and Michael L. Kent suggested23 
that participation should be conceptualised 
from five perspectives: interaction with stake-
holders; demonstration of positive regard for 
stakeholders input, experiences and needs; 
interaction with stakeholders also outside of 
an immediate problem/issue; interaction for 
stakeholders advice and counsel on issues 
of public concern; and interaction that con-
tributes to a fully functioning society whereby 
organisations and the public recognise their 
interdependence and act together for the good 
of the community. Olfa Belkahla Driss and col-
leagues, after the study24 of Facebook groups, 
confirmed that institutions can use citizens’ 
input from social media in the policy cycle, 
especially in the problem definition, policy 
modelling and policy evaluation stage. Also, 
Lucio Todisco and colleagues pointed out that 
“the public sector’s digital transformation is 
changing not only the relationship between 
the public administration and citizens but also 
the decision-making processes of public ad-
ministration”25, considering that the use of so-
cial media in the public sector provides three 
main groups of outcomes (accountability and 
trust; consultation, deliberation and satisfac-
tion; and community building), that all are 
helping citizens to become more informed and 
involved in the decision-making process. Con-
sidering the reality of the current organisation 
of the public participation process in Latvia, 
when discussing opportunities for fostering 
digital participation of citizens in the paper 
by that are meant opportunities for improving 
public administration’s ability to inform poten-
tial stakeholders and increase citizen partici-
pation in the consultation process when new 
public policies are identified and designed. 

Citizens in Latvia have comparatively 
good opportunities to participate in the de-
cision-making process and they can engage 
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in all stages26 of the decision-making pro-
cess: agenda-setting, policy development, 
decision-making, and policy implementa-
tion. Nevertheless, those participation op-
portunities are used only by a small part of 
society. It is assumed that the proportion 
of civic-active citizens in Latvia is 14 per 
cent27 — by “civic-active” meaning citizens 
who in the last two years have participated 
in a public consultation or picket, dedicated 
their time to a problem of public impor-
tance, signed a letter of public importance 
or contacted the elected deputies. Hence, 
although this is covering not only participa-
tion in the decision-making process but other  
participation activities as well, it can still be 
concluded that the level of citizen participa-
tion in Latvia is comparatively low. Therefore, 
in the decision-making process, the essential 
role in Latvia is given to non-governmental 
organisations and lobby organisations28 that 
are acting as representatives of all relevant 
stakeholders — society and businesses. It is 
officially advised29 by the State Chancellery 
that citizens who would like to participate in 
the decision-making process should find a 
like-minded non-governmental organisation 
that is already participating in the decision-
making process. This comprehension of the 
public administration is noticeable in the or-
ganisation of information about topical par-
ticipation opportunities. Information is easily 
available to those already familiar with the 
decision-making process, and usually this 
information is published on the home page 
of the institution, only seldom being dissemi-
nated wider, for example, on social media. 
Nevertheless, as the use of social media is 
becoming an everyday habit for many citi-
zens30, especially in the age group from 16 
to 44, also public administration should be 
active on social media. The good news is that 
many Latvian institutions already are rep-
resented on social media. The use of social 
media by institutions is gradually growing31; 
since 2017, the largest growth is recognised 

in the use of Facebook, and in 2019, institu-
tions were using Twitter more often than in 
2016. Still, information flow on social media 
is dynamic and for institutions nowadays it is 
not enough just to have a social media page, 
there must be careful planning of the content 
that is published, including comprehension of 
the purpose of why information is published. 
The purpose depends on the institution and 
its goals. It can be mere dissemination of in-
formation or topical news, but representatives 
of an institution can also use full capacity of 
the tools provided by social media, develop-
ing two-way communication with the follow-
ers of the institution’s social media page and 
fostering closer relations with like-minded 
citizens. Therefore, well-considered social 
media content can also be used to support 
citizens’ ability and motivation to participate 
in the decision-making process of public ad-
ministration. 

To understand if Latvian ministries are 
currently using social media for such pur-
pose, the content analysis of the Latvian 
ministries’ Facebook pages were performed.  
The meaning of the message was analysed to 
find out which topics gain larger representa-
tion and which are mentioned only seldom. 
In the analysed six-month period, only 141 
entries (4% of the total amount of entries) 
contained information about citizen partici-
pation — information about citizen participa-
tion opportunities or decisions made with the 
participation of citizens or their representa-
tives. For example, the work of consultative 
bodies was mentioned rarely, 27 times in the 
analysed period, and only by some ministries 
although consultative bodies are a major part 
of the decision-making process in Latvia. 
Thus, content creators have not seized the 
opportunity to inform and educate the follow-
ers of the social media pages about citizen 
participation opportunities. At the same time, 
in the home pages of ministries, such infor-
mation is published and is regularly renewed. 
For citizens this means: if they want to be 
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informed about topical public participation 
opportunities, they should be proactive and 
regularly visit the home page of the institu-
tion. However, the results of the survey to the 
representatives of citizens demonstrate that 
access to information on institutions home 
pages is not seen as the most favourable 
choice for citizens. In the survey respondents 
were asked to evaluate various activities that 
would encourage their participation in the 
decision-making process (Fig. 3).

Digital activities were evaluated higher 
than face-to-face activities, also demonstrat-
ing that respondents prefer gaining informa-
tion on social media than visiting institu-
tions’ home pages; hence, institutions should 
more carefully consider their digital presence 
adapting to the habits and desires of citizens. 
If citizens’ opinion in the decision-making 

process is valued and needed by public ad-
ministration, it should be the responsibility of 
the institutions to establish an environment 
supporting public participation, i.e., not only 
maintaining traditional participation oppor-
tunities but searching for new methods that 
could be used for fostering participation. In 
the 21st century, this means — to be avail-
able in the digital environment and to offer 
digital participation opportunities. 

Fostering long-term relations 
between the state and citizens

One of the factors influencing citizens’ 
motivation to participate in the decision-
making process is trust in public administra-
tion. In Latvia trust in public administration is 
comparatively low; in summer 2020, 35 per 
cent of all citizens tended to trust in public  
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administration32, but in winter 2021 the trust 
rate went down to 27 per cent33. This fall 
could be connected with the management 
problems of the COVID-19 crisis, a similar 
situation was in several other EU countries. 
However, Latvia’s results are below the EU 
average, and low trust in public administra-
tion is a long-known problem in Latvia. There-
fore, if institutions desire to engage citizens in 
the dialogue and increase their participation, 
they should be the ones who make the first 
step. Nevertheless, before doing that, the 
representatives of public administration must 
become more open-minded and improve 
comprehension of the relations between  
citizens and institutions in the 21st century. As 
Ines Mergel and colleagues have emphasised 

this aspect, “The change in the relationship 
between public administration and citizens 
implies that citizens have a more active part: 
they are not just seen as a client of public ad-
ministrations, but as a partner that helps to 
transform public sector organisations by ac-
tively participating in public service delivery 
enabled by new technologies”34. Similarly, a 
study by Lisa Schmidthuber and colleagues 
indicated that “the feeling of “having a say” 
in government increases citizen trust in the 
public sector”35 and that citizens have more 
trust in the public sector in countries where 
government openness is more successfully 
ensured. Thus, institutions should become 
more active in the digital environment, not 
only by using social media, but also proac-
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tively and purposefully providing participa-
tion opportunities for citizens. One of the dig-
ital solutions can be the use of participation 
platforms — according to Luciana Cingolani, 
“governments’ institutional commitment to-
wards online platforms and e-participation is 
critical for digital government’s maturity and 
success”36. Special participation platforms 
can help to provide direct and individual 
feedback and thus develop long-term rela-
tions between citizens and institutions. Still, 
to bring citizens to the participation plat-
form, for now, the best choice is active use 
of social media that could help institutions to 
develop the first relations with citizens and 
gather like-minded potential stakeholders.

Results of the content analysis of Latvian 
ministries’ Facebook pages demonstrate that 
for now this potential is not fulfilled in Lat-
via. Ministries are mainly concentrating on 
the representation of themselves (Fig. 4). In 
their content, ministries (except for the Min-
istry of Welfare and the Ministry of Agricul-
ture) most often are tagging institutions and 
public officials. Usually, most of all tagged 
public official is the minister. Potential stake-
holders’ — non-governmental organisations, 
entrepreneurs, and communities are tagged 
significantly less often. The content analysis 
demonstrates that institutions have various 
habits in the textual and visual content crea-
tion and in the use of digital opportunities 
that social media are offering. A more ho-
mogenous communication style would help 
the public administration to become more 
open to citizens. To understand citizens’ at-
titude towards such a solution in the survey 
to representatives of citizens, respondents 
were asked to evaluate their attitude towards 
a unified style of communication for Latvian 
institutions in the digital environment. On a 
scale from 1 (not needed) to 10 (it definitely 
should be introduced), the arithmetic mean 
of evaluations was 6.91, and evaluations 7, 
8, 9, or 10 were given by 63 per cent of all 
respondents. Thus, public administration in 

Latvia should consider the development of 
a common digital environment communica-
tion style. Nevertheless, in the 21st century, 
a well-thought-out digital communication 
strategy is only the basic necessity that could 
help to foster relations between the state and 
citizens. If public administration would like 
to foster public participation and engage citi-
zens in the decision-making process, then a 
more comprehensive solution would be need-
ed. For example, the development of digital 
participation methodology37 that is helping 
to gain citizens’ attention in the digital envi-
ronment and develop their participation as a 
habit both for citizens and the representatives 
of institutions.

When analysing public administration’s 
ability to communicate and cooperate with 
citizens in the digital environment, research-
ers suggest various e-government stage mod-
els. According to Hendrik Scholta and his col-
leagues38, stage models typically share five 
stages: publication of information on web-
sites; communication with citizens via elec-
tronic channels; offering transaction services 
online; delivery of integrated e-government 
services; and e-democracy to involve citizens 
in decision-making. Lee and Kwak with their 
open government maturity model39 suggested 
that it is important to develop digital pres-
ence gradually, starting from initial condi-
tions where an institution focuses on cata-
loguing and broadcasting information to the 
public, interaction is a seldom occurrence, 
and social media are rarely used to ubiq-
uitous engagement, when digital tools are 
used as one common space for cooperation 
between institutions and citizens. Hence, 
digital transformation for institutions must 
be a well-considered process and not a set of 
independent project-type activities that are 
implemented for the sake of digital presence 
itself. The development of the digital environ-
ment has been in constant progress for all 
the 21st century, gradually becoming an eve-
ryday element for citizens, institutions, and 
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businesses. Nevertheless, the largest change 
in the mindset of the public and private sector 
is experienced only recently, mostly because 
of problems highlighted by the COVID-19 cri-
sis. The period since the middle of 2020 for 
many has changed the former position that 
digital environment is a modern trend, not a 
mandatory necessity, to comprehension that 
digital environment and digital skills are im-
portant for the future development of society. 
Therefore, also digital relations between insti-
tutions and citizens are becoming a necessity 
and digital participation is becoming much 
more possible than it was before. Although 
academia, civic society, and public admin-
istration enthusiasts have been discussing 
digital participation opportunities, methods, 
and case studies for almost 20 years, only 
now this topic is becoming noticed by a larger 
audience. Would this coincidence of circum-
stances help to include digital participation 
in the overall digital transformation process? 
The choice to seize the opportunity is in the 
hands of public administration. 

 
Conclusions
n If public administration is interested in 

using digital environment for fostering 
communication and cooperation with citi-
zens, it is less than enough that institu-
tions have homepages online, appear on 
social media, or their representatives are 
reachable by e-mail. Institutions should 
carefully consider how to maintain two-
way communication with citizens. The 
opportunity to have two-way and direct 
communication is one of the biggest ad-
vantages of the digital environment, for 
now, most institutions in Latvia have not 
seized this potential in a full capacity. 

n In Latvia, citizens have comparatively 
wide opportunities to participate in the 
decision-making process of public admin-
istration. However, those opportunities 
are used only by a small part of the popu-
lation and the participation process often 

is connected with non-governmental or-
ganisations and lobby organisations that 
are considered as representatives of soci-
ety and businesses. The current situation 
is convenient for institutions as they can 
cooperate with representatives of organi-
sations publicly demonstrating that the 
interests of stakeholders are considered in 
the decision-making process. Neverthe-
less, if public administration is motivated 
to broaden the rate of citizen participa-
tion, institutions must be proactive in the 
digital environment, much more actively 
promoting current participation opportu-
nities and offering new and modern so-
lutions that could attract the interest of 
those citizens who are not members of 
non-governmental organisations or lobby 
organisations.

n The digital environment is offering pub-
lic administration unprecedented oppor-
tunities to develop closer relations with 
citizens. To be able to use those advan-
tages, the public administration in Latvia 
has several interconnected preparatory 
works to do. Firstly, implementation of a 
common digital communication style for 
institutions is needed as that would help 
to make public administration more open 
and more understandable to citizens. 
That could also support the digital growth 
of institutions that for now are lagging 
behind in the use of digital opportuni-
ties. Secondly, it is necessary to develop 
a digital participation methodology that 
would help to use the advantages of the 
digital environment in full capacity. Such 
methodology should include a planned 
and complex approach in the use of so-
cial media for the promotion of citizen 
participation opportunities and the use of 
state-coordinated digital solutions for di-
rect participation, for example, participa-
tion portals or smartphone applications.

n Challenges of the COVID-19 crisis have 
demonstrated that digital transformation 
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is not simply a desirable course of de-
velopment sometime in the near future, 
but an already now needed necessity of 
the 21st-century. Further implementation 
of digital transformation activities in Lat-
via will soon affect daily processes both 
in the public and in the private sector. 
Therefore, in the overall course of the 
digital transformation, it is necessary to 
consider the improvement of public par-
ticipation opportunities. That could ben-
efit for fostering relations between public 
administration and citizens — individuals 
and entrepreneurs. Moreover, by wider 
participation of citizens ensuring that the 
development process is not reflecting one-
sided comprehension of public adminis-
tration about the needs of the society and 
businesses but rather encouraging close 
cooperation between institutions and citi-
zens collectively implementing activities 
that are as much as possible in favour of 
society and businesses in Latvia.
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Kopsavilkums 

Atslēgas vārdi: digitālā transformācija, lēmumu pieņemšanas process, sabiedrības 
līdzdalība

Valsts pārvaldes atbildība ir veidot biznesa vidi — institucionālo sistēmu un atbalsta me-
hānismus, kas motivē uzņēmējus un veicina turpmāko izaugsmi. Attīstības procesā iestādes 
var iesaistīt tās ieinteresētās puses, kuras ietekmēs plānotais regulējums un atbalsts. Latvijā 
pastāv problēma, ka esošās iespējas piedalīties lēmumu pieņemšanas procesā ir smagnējas un 
tās izmanto tikai neliela daļa iedzīvotāju. Mūsdienīgs risinājums būtu digitālās vides plašāka 
izmantošana, piedāvājot digitālās līdzdalības iespējas arī tiem iedzīvotājiem, kuri nav saistīti ar 
lobēšanas organizācijām vai nevalstiskajām organizācijām. Raksta mērķis ir apzināt  darbības 
un nepieciešamos uzlabojumus, kas valsts pārvaldei būtu jāveic, lai Latvijā digitālās metodes 
varētu tikt izmantotas iedzīvotāju līdzdalības veicināšanai. Rakstā īpaša uzmanība pievērsta 
uzņēmēju nepieciešamībai piedalīties valsts pārvaldes lēmumu pieņemšanas procesā, palīdzot 
veidot biznesa vidi, kas veiksmīgāk atbilst sabiedrības un uzņēmumu interesēm. Lai izvērtētu 
digitālās līdzdalības iespējas Latvijā, esošā situācija ir apzināta ar satura analīzes metodi, 
analizējot Latvijas ministriju Facebook lapu ierakstus (kopumā 3181 ieraksti sešu mēnešu pe-
riodā). Iedzīvotāju attieksme pret digitālo līdzdalību ir noskaidrota, aptaujājot iedzīvotājus, kuri 
jau piedalās lēmumu pieņemšanas procesā (kopumā 314 respondenti). Pētījuma rezultāti de-
monstrē, ka iestāžu digitālā komunikācija bieži ir vienvirziena, tikai reizēm uzturot divvirzienu 
saziņu, kā arī reti ir publicēti ieraksti par līdzdalības iespējām un sabiedrības līdzdalību. Tajā 
pašā laikā iedzīvotāju pārstāvji atbalsta digitālās līdzdalības iespēju izmantošanu un visām 
iestādēm vienota digitālās vides komunikācijas veida ieviešanu. Tātad iedzīvotāji ir ieintere-
sēti pārdomātā komunikācijā un digitālajā sadarbībā ar valsts pārvaldi. Tāpēc iestādēm būtu 
jāstiprina digitālais dialogs ar iedzīvotājiem, apzinoties to kā būtisku digitālās transformācijas 
procesa sastāvdaļu.


